We have been developing a MRI system for small animals using a bulk superconducting magnet that can generate a very-high magnet field within a small space. Since highly uniform magnetic field ppm levels are required for MRI systems, it is important to have an electromagnetic simulation technique for the magnetization phenomena of the bulk superconductor. We have developed a new simulation algorithm for the magnetization of a bulk superconductor. The simulation algorithm solves Maxwell's equations based on FEM in an axi-symmetric cylindrical coordinate within a relatively short time. In this paper, details of the newly developed fast algorithm for simulating magnetization of a bulk superconductor are described, and an example calculation, which is validated with experimental results, is reported.
Synopsis:
We have been developing a MRI system for small animals using a bulk superconducting magnet that can generate a very-high magnet field within a small space. Since highly uniform magnetic field ppm levels are required for MRI systems, it is important to have an electromagnetic simulation technique for the magnetization phenomena of the bulk superconductor. We have developed a new simulation algorithm for the magnetization of a bulk superconductor. The simulation algorithm solves
Maxwell's equations based on FEM in an axi-symmetric cylindrical coordinate within a relatively short time. In this paper, details of the newly developed fast algorithm for simulating magnetization of a bulk superconductor are described, and an example calculation, which is validated with experimental results, is reported.
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